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1866

Holland, Ottawa Co., Mich.

A copy of the FIRST CATALOGUE AND CIRCULAR OF HOPE COLLEGE,
INCORPORATED A.D. 1866, AT HOLLAND, OTTAWA CO., MICHIGAN; with a
Catalogue and Circular of the Holland Academy. 1865-66. Published by the Council.
Albany: Weed, Parsons and Company, Printers. 1866. 48 pages.
Dr. Philip Phelps is the president; Albertus C. Van Raalte is listed as the representative of
the Particular Synod of Chicago. VR is also listed as president of the Council.
Six gentlemen are listed as faculty. Thirty names of students are listed but at the
publishing of the brochure, two are deceased, it says, and five withdrew before the
incorporation.
The courses offered in the Holland Academy are also listed. The students number 27
making a total enrollment of college and academy of fifty.
Pages 37 to 40, a list is given of all the graduates of the Academy to date. There were 73
graduates. A historical sketch of the Academy, year by year, is on pages 41 to 47. The
historical material is an important source on the early history of the college and academy.
Original in the archives of Hope College, the Joint Archives of Holland at Hope College.
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INTRODUCTION.

'Tna following Catalogue, with the statements accompanying it, is sent forth as
Being the first of its series, it contains many details which, of course,
-th
▪ ere Will be no need to repeat in future issues.
,14.3 the origin and growth of the College have been peculiar, there was reason,

ia the outset, not only to mention the various Boards connected with the InstituElcbi but especially to define their several relations.
...The intention has been to include, likewise, such details of interest as properly
baking to the history of the enterprise, and of its chief features. In this way, the
friends and patrons of the Institution are enabled to see precisely what has been
done, bow it has been done, why it has been done, and what it may be worth. At
same time, all that Is claimed, is that a good foundakon bas been /aid, and in a
;tillable shape for permanency, enlargement and usefulness.
!There has been one concealment of the Denominational aspect of the enterprise.
Why should there be? A bollege is not injured by Denominationalism, but by the

failure on the part of its ecclesiastical parent to provide what may be essential to
;render it respectable and attractive in the eyes of strangers. As, however, the

design in planting this Institution, has been to promote that sound, Christian
:Urination by which alone the Church and the Nation can be maintained, and as it
exacts no sectarian tests, it makes its appeal to Christian patriotism and philam
thropy in general.
;Per special reason; the act of formal incorporation has not yet been consum.
'matbd; not, however, from any obstacle in the way, for it is in the power of the
Committee appointed for that purpose, to take the requisite legal steps at any
Mon2ent; but they have been instructed to wait until the present year, 1865, is
'ended.
:With these preliminary remarks, the Council would introduce to the Public, the
ffint catalogue and circular of the Institution under their care.
liforssuan, Orraw; Co., Mom, Oct 27, 1865.
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COUNCIL.

Rev. SEINE BOLES

ZEELAND, MICH.

Until Sept. 15t, 1666.
HESSEL OTTES YNTEMA,

VRIESLAND, Mica.

Until Sept. 1st, 1667.
REV. PETER JOHN OGG ER

HOLLAND, MICH.

Until Sept. 1st, 1663.

COUNCIL.

Ma. ARIE CZ. RITYPER,

PELLA, IOWA.

Until Sept. 1st, 1669.
Iternasennero tun CLAwrs or 11oLLAND.
REV. NICHOLAS DU BOIS WILLIAMSON

Cittcmio,

Until Sept. 1st, 1E66.
Hews°, OTTAWA CO., MICH.
REV. PHILIP PHELPS, D. D.,
PRESIDENT OP TIIE COLLEGE.
NEW BRUNSWICK,
P. D. C.

Rev. JOHN =BERGER SEE, D. D.,

N. J.

life. JACOB VAN ZANTEN

•

REY. JOHN VAN DER MEULEN,

MILWAUKEE, Wis.

Until Sept. 1st, 1368.

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY OP VIE BOARD OP EDUCATION, R.

HobErin), Mon.
Rev. ALBERTUS CHRISTIAAN VAN RAALTE, D. D
ItarnzerErma THE PARTICULAR SYNOD OP CIZIOAGO AT LIEGE.

Low Pnninie, Imo

Until Sept. 1st, 1667.

REV. ROELOF PIETERS

ALTO, WIS.

Until Sept. 1st, 1669.
IternEsENT:NG

TICE

CLASS'S or Wieconiu.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Rev. JOHN MASON FERRIS,

Until Sept. lat, 1666.
CENTREVILLE, MICH.

SOLOMON CUMMINGS, M. D.,

Until Sept. 1st, 1667
Rev. SAMUEL JAMES ROGERS,
Until Sept. let, 1666.

'BATTLE CREEK, MICE.

orrIcEns OF THIG COUNCIL
Rev. A. C. VAN RAALTE, D. D.,
Rev. J. S. JORALMON
REV. PH. PHELPS, D. D
REY. P. J. OGGEL,

PRESIDENT.
VICE-PRESIDENT.
P70 tern. SECRETART.
TREASURER.

SOUTH BEND, IND.

Hos. SCFMYLER COLFAX

Until Sept. 1st, 1669.

REPRESENTING TEE CLASSIS

or Mmunbut.
CONSTITUTION Or Title COUNCIL,.

REY. DAM SANSOME JORALMON

FAIRVIEW,

Until Sept. let, 1366.
JOHN NEWTON ROGERS, ESQ.,

DAVENPORT, IOWA.

Until Sept. 1st, 1667.
Rev. CYRUS GILDERSLEEVE VAN DER VEER,
Until Sept. lat, 166.5
REV. EDWARD PETRIE LIVINGSTON,

Until Sept. 1st, 1669.
R=8E:mum Put CLASSIS or ILLINOIS.

DAVENPORT, IOWA.
Busunn,

ij The Council is composed of four representatives from each Western Classis,
iappoieted by the General Synod. Vacancies occurring in the intervals of Synod,
Are filled by the Council. The members are distributed into four classes, eo
•-th€ the term &ionic° of one.fourth may expire every year; and the full term
:for each member is four years. There is also a Permanent Member, appointed for
'lifts, and representing the Particular Synod of Chicago at large. The etc.officio
iniMbeirs ere the. President of the College, and the Corresponding Secretary of the
'Board of Education. (See under Supervtrien, page 48.)
:;;;When the Council is convened as the Corporation or the College proper. the
aiiident.of the College is ex.dicio its presiding officer. But inasmuch as the
ti bititution has certain germinal and growing relations (sec page 22), the Council,
jith such reference, him its general officers, of whom the lint is given above.
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CLASSICAL BOARD OF EDUCATION
OF TIM

BOARD OF EDUCATION

REFORMED PROTESTANT DUTCH CHURCH.

Rev. AIANCIUS S. HUTTON, D. D., - • - PRESIDEST.
REV. BENJAMIN C. TAYLOR, D. D., • - - VICE-PRESIDENT.
- • - COIMESPONDING Secit
Rev. JOHN L. SEE, D. D., • - RECORDING SECRETARY.
REV. WILLIAM H. TEN EYCK,
TREASURER.
Mn. FREDERICK 3. HOSFORD,
Mn. B. LIVINGSTON KIP,
MIL SAMUEL B. SCIIIEFFELIN,
Mrt. PETER R. WARNER,
Mn. CHARLES DUSENBERRY,
REV. JOHN II. MANNING, D. D.,
Rev. JOSEPH T. DURYleA,
REV. GILES II. MANDEVILLE,
Mn. JOHNSON LETSON,
REV. JOHN MCC. HOLMES,
Rev. JOHN T. DEMAREST, D. D.,
REV. JOHN B. THOMPSON,
Rev. E. TANJORE CORWIN,

With the Officers,
these form the
EXECUTIVE Cosnirrize.
Mn. JAMES SUYDAM,
Mn. a It. VAN DUZER,
REV. JOHN A. LANSING, D. D.,
Rev JOHN W. SCHENCK,
Env. ABEL T. STEWART,
Mn. JACOB B. JEWETT,
Mn. DANIEL TALMAGE,
Mn. PETER S. DURYEE.

This Board, under the direction of the General Synod, has hitherto had the
general charge of the Institution, through the agency of the Principal. It has
made all the appointments, and furnished the salaries of the teachers; and until
the endowment is secured, it retains the same responsibility.
After sufficient endowment shall have been obtained to render the Institution
Independent, the Council, leaving all the functions of n College Corporation, will
relieve the Board of Education.

; CLASSES OF HOLLAND AND WISCONSIN.
.A. C. VAN RAALTE, D D
Holland, ...... .... Michigan.
:• C. VAN DER MEULEN V. D. M.
Grand Rapids
Michigan.
: SEINE BOLES. V. D. AL,
Michigan.
i' EL G. Etta*, V. D. a,
Chicago,
Illinois.
I, P. ,T. OGGEL, V. D. IL
Holland,
Michigan.
; G. J. NYKERK, V. D. IL,
Overijssel,
Wie/eigen.
: 1. VAN DER SCHUUR, V. D. If.,
Oosiburg
Wisconsin.
i IL STOBBELAAR, V. D. M.,
Holland
Wisconsin.
i ISAAC KOTVIS, Elder
.M-ankh;
Wisconsin.
PHILIP PHELPS, D. D.,
Holland,
Michigan.
W. A. 110IJBOLT, V. D. M.,
Muskegon, . . ... .... Michigan.
J. MULLER, V. D. If.,
Silver Creek,
Illinois.
II. PIETERS, V. D. M.,
Alto.
Wisconsin,
JACOB VAN DER MEULEN, V. D. M.,
Halamazoo,... .... Michigan.
OIL VAN DER VEEN, V. D. If.,
Grand Haven,
Michigan.
A. J. NEERKEN, Elder
Graafschap,
Michigan.
A. VAN BREE, Elder,
Zeeland,
Wie/eigen.
J. WOLTERINK, Elder,
Overijssel,
Michigan.
, N. D. WILLLA.MSON, V. D. If.,
Chicago,
Illinois.
• .JOHN VAN DER MEULEN, V. D. II.,
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
A. !LATTICE, V D If,
Empire,
Wisconsin
, • T. ROMEYN BECK, V. D. If.
Rolland,
Michigan.
; JOHN IL KARSTEN, V. D. If.,
Foreslan
Illinois.
.. CHARLES WILSON, V. D. IL
rewascum,
Wisconsin.
; 'DIRK BROEK, V. D. M.,
Graafschap, ... ... Michigan.
' 'JAMES HUYSSOON, V. D. M,
Drcralhe,
Michigan.
' PETER LEPELTAK, V. D. IL
Calumet
Phnom
1^^ GERRIT WAKKER, Elder
Holland,
Michigan.
Treasurer.
i ADRIAN ZWEMER, V. D. AL,
Beef tarp.

i'

Vries land,

Michigan.

This
This Board was organized to provide students for the Institution, within the
' bounds of the Classes represented, and to obtain the means of supporting them.
i Its supervision over the students on its funds, is similar to that exercised by the
Board of Education of the Church in relation to its students. Of the whole nun&rbf graduates, between forty and filly (including those sustained by the Classes
^ before the formal establish:emit of the Board), have been =tided through their
course at the Academy, and thus tier through the College, by means of this Board.
In the absence heretofore, of contingent fees, it has also :net the contingent
;expenses of the Institution.
, The ministers of the Classes nre, ce-officio, members of this Board; and each
it'Classis chooses representative Elders.
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RELATED BOARDS.

BOARD OF DIRECTION

F.A_CITLTr.

OF THE CORPORATION OF TIM

GENERAL SYNOD, R P. D. C.

Rut PHILIP PHELPS, D. D.;PnrsmErr,
AND PROFESSOR OF INTELLECTUAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

Env. PETER JOHN OGGEL, A. 3L,
PROFESSOR OF SACRED LITERATURE.

Ma. PETER R. WARNER,
Mn. JOHN I. BROWER,
Rs% M. S. HUTTON; D. D.,
Mat. JOHN VAN NEST,
Mn. JAMES SUYDAM,

PRESIDENT.
TREASURER

'REV. TECODORIC ROlIgYN BECK, A. M.,
PROFESSOR OF THE LATIN AND GREEK LANGUAGES ANI) LITERATURE.

} Dingman.%

REV. JOHN MASON FERRIS, A. M.,*

This Board, which manages the property of the General Synod, holds tho title
to the College property, and to the endowment funds in trust for the College, with
the exception of $30,000 of the endowment— which last sum has been donated by
the General Synod to the Council, to be held by the latter In trust for the College.

PROFESSOR OF LOGIC, ItHETOIll0 AND ENGLISH LITERATURE.

REV. CHARLES SCOTT, A. m.,f
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS, NATURAL PHILOSOPHY AND ASTRONOMY.

Mat ALBERTO'S BERNARDIIS VEENHUIZEN, A. 3I.,t
PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE.

STATE BOARD OF VISITORS.
PROFESSOR OP CHEMISTRY AND NATURAL HISTORY.

HON ORAMEL FIOSFORD

TANSIES}, Man

SennixTENDriT or rearm norrnecriox.

THEODORE ROMEYS, ESQ.
HON. HENRY WALDItON

Hog. THOMAS WHITE FERRY

DETROIT, MICR
HILLSDALE, MOIL
GRAND HAVEN, MICR

This Board has been appointed by the Superintendent, ill accordance with the
laws of the State of Michigan, to visit the new College.
*Prof. Prams had charge efIthetoric,Mental Phtlerophy,Natural Philosophy and Chem.
letry daring the past year, until his resignation.
t Professor Elect.
2
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STUDENTS.
FIRST SENIOR CLASS.
Terseueraritia.
Nam.

REMIDENC

Room.

Pnorzsetox
IN VIEW.

rn

H

//o//and, Mich.,
Overyssel, Mich.,
Fairview, Ill.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.,
Kalamazoo, Miele.,
Chicago, ill
Fairview, Ill.,
Clymer, IT. 1.,
Tarrytown, H. Y.,
Holland, Mich.,

ALE Buunsmk,
GERRIT DANOREMOND,
WILLIAM B2mcnw GILMORE,
PETER MOERDYK,
WILLIAM MOERDYK,
HENRY PETER OGGEL,t
WILLIAM ALTAMONT SHIELDS
JOHN WILLIAM TE WINKEL,
NATHAN DEXTER WARD,t
HARM WOLTMAN,

t Left, :Ann the clan entered the Collegiate Department, and

At home,
Mr. Geerling's,
No. 2,
No. 2,
No. 0,
No. 2,
No. 7,
No. 7,

Theology.
Theology.
Theology.
Theology.
Theology.
Medicine.
Teaching.
Theology.
(Teacher.)
Theology.

before the Incorporation an a College.

JUNIOR 011.ASS.
Concordia.
Nan.

RESIDENCE.

BOON.

PROZEWION
IN VIEW.

•

GERRIT BOLICK,
JAMES BitAwirr,f
RINZE Butrusm:‘,*
JAMES DE PREE,
MINE JANSEN HEEREPT,
Joiar-HunExcAn
ALBERT TAMMES MHZ G ,
Dim: BLIKMAN RUCKERT VAN RAALTE,t

_._

Zeeland, _Mich.,
Zeeland, Mich.,

Mr.G.VanPutten's

Zeeland, Mich.,
Silver Creek, Ill.",
Zeeland, Mich.,
Groningen, Mich.,
Holland, Mich

No. 8,
No. 5

Teaching.
Theology.

Zwemer House,

Theology.

(Teacher )

• Deceased slue the elan became Collegiate.
t Left since the class entered the Collegiate Department, and before the Incorporation Ina College.
j Enlisted during thelr student course, and served each three yeare, honorably, in the U. S. Vol. Army. They therefore retain their places In the
class, and will receive the honorary degree of A. D. at the end of the course.

g
ti
1-3
rn

SOPHOMORE OLA.SS.
Wiligentia.

PIERRE GUILLAUME MAX. BAntEnit
HERMAN BORGERS,

JonN BROEK,
BEREND WILLIAM Kum,*
GEnnrr Joint KOLLEN,

t

Mend, Netherlands,
Groningen, Inch.,
Holland, Mich.,
Overyssel, Mich.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.,
Kalamazoo, Mick,
Holland, Mich.,

HERMAN HENRY SCIIABERG JR.,'
Gamin VAN DE KitBaler,
,
WILLIAM VISSCHER

Pnoression

Roam.

Ra-nozxca.

lima

IN 1,161Y.

Theology.
Teaching.
Theology.

No. 4
At home,
No.

a,

Teaching.
Theology.
Missionary

No. 4,
No. 13,

• Deemed Mine the class beanie Collegiate.
t Left, after the class had entered on the Collegiate course, end before the obtaining of the chatter.

• FRESHMAN

NAME.

BISSEIMt.

CORNELIUS GARDENIER,

HIRER HYMA,
EVERT VAN DER HART,
AnnAnAm WILSON VAN DER VEER,

Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Groningen, Mich.,
Pella, Iowa,
Davenport, Iowa

Pnorzeszott
ix mw.

Room.

No. 13,
No. 14,
No, 15,
No. 12,

Teaching.
Missionary

ti it DI .AS-Y.
' Whole number,
Deceased,
Withdrew before the incorporation

30
2
5
5
,

Number remaining,

7

23
=--

ADMISSION.
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TIME OF ADMISSION.

ADMISSION.

The regular times for the examination of candidates for admisakn, will occur immediately after the annual Commencement, and
at the opening of the study-year.
But students will be received at other times, provided that they
are able to go on with the class, from that stage of progress which
it may have attained.
ELEMENTARY KNOWLEDGE.

For admission into the Freshman Class, an examination in the
following studies, is required, viz.:
LATIN.
Latin Grammar— Andrews and Stoddard, or Zumpt, or Bullion,.
Latin Prosody.
Arnold's Latin Prose Composition, to "Apposition."
Cresar's Commentaries.
Cicero's Orations against Catalina.
Virgil's fEneid.
GREEK.
Greek Grammar— Crosby or Hadley, or Bunions.
(The last with special reference to Rules or Euphony and Analyele of Greek verb.)
Greek Reader—Jacobs or Bunions.
Xenophon's Anabasis.
MATHEMATICS.
Arithmetic complete—Davies' University, or an equivalent.
Algebra—through equations of the first degree.

„ The examination will be directed with special reference to preparation in grammatical and elementary knowledge; and in the
translations, with more regard for the quality than the quantity.
ADVANCED STAXDING.

Candidates for advanced standing will be examined, in addition
to the preparatory studies, in those previously pursued by the
classes which they propose to enter.
PARTIAL COURSE.

A partial course may be taken by those who desire it, in harmony with the complete course, if that arrangement be made at the
time of their admission; but such shall, at the end, receive a simple
certificate in lieu of the usual diploma.
CREDENTIALS.

Every candidate for admission must be provided with credentials as to his character, habits and scholarship, from his last
Instructor, or from the last Institution with which he may have
been connected.
A regular certificate from any Academy related to the College,
according to the general Plan of Education (see page 48), shall
entitle the holder to admission into the Freshman class, without
any additional examination.
PROBATION.

ADDITIONAL.
English Grammar.
Modern Geography.
History of the United States.

New students remain on probation, during at least one term, at
the expiration of which, if their course prove satisfactory, they are
admitted to matriculation.
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COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.
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SOPHOMORE YEAR

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.

FIRST TERM.
—11.Ann:warcs,
'I— LATIN,

FRESHMAN YEAR.
FIRST TERM.

A —MATHEMATICS
B— LATIN,

E— Era wee

Algebra (Davies).
Cicero de Amicitia— Arnold's Latin Prose Composition.
Xenophon's Memorabilia — Arnold's Greek Prose
Composition.
Original Essays—Delivery of selected pieces—
Vocal Exercises in the Gymnasium.
Combo on Health and Mental Education.

A —MATHEMATICS
LATIN

Algebra, concluded.
Livy —Prose Composition, continued.

C— GREEN,

Homer's Iliad—Prose Composition, continued —
Ancient Geography.
As before.
Ancient History.

C — GREEK,
D—Rntronrc,

SECOND TERM.

.0— RuErosze,
F—MISTORY,

THIRD TERM.
A —MATHEMATICS,

B
C— GREEK,

Plane Geometry.
I ivy, continued. Prose Composition, concluded.
Homer's Odyssey, Prose Composition, continued
—Ancient Geography, continued.

.0— Rueromo,

As befOre.

F—IItsToRT

Ancient History, continued.

;-Gnzrz,
D—Rmaonto,

Solid Geometry.
The Odes of Horace.

F—Hrsvortx,
• SACRED LITERATURE,
.IIVLMODEILN LANGUAGES,

Thucydides —Prose Composition, continued.
Trench on the Study of Words—Delivery of
Selected Speeches—Vocal Exercises.
Schieffelin's Foundations of History.
Harmony of the Gospels.
Dutch and German.

1—DEDAcrtcs,

Holbrook's Normal Methods of Teaching.

co-or

SECOND TERM.
A--MATRElitnics,
. •
..01— LATHE,
C.—Gars;

Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.
Tacitus—Roman History and Antiquities.
Euripides—Greek Antiquities—Prose Composition, continued.

..72:—Rozroruo,
Delivery of Original and Selected pieces.
F—Eisvone,
Foundations of History, concluded.
•
Lrrmuvuns, Harmony of the Gospels, continued.
.ri:—MODERST LANGUAGES, Dutch and German, continued.
— DIDACTICS
Normal Methods, concluded.
THIRD TERM.
A

MATHEMATICS,

é GREEIC,
D•12Einvontc,

G

SACRED LITERATURE,
Etr•Moomez LANGUAGES,
1—DIDACTICS,
3

Conic Sections, or Analytiqal Geometry.
Terence—Roman History and Antiq., continued.
Sophocles—Prose Composition, concluded.

As before.
Harmony of the Gospels, concluded.
Dutch and German continued.
Page's Theory and Practice of Teaching.
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COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.

JUNIOR YEAR.

SENIOR YEAR.

FIRST TEEM.
The Satires of Horace—Roman Literature.
B—LATIN,
.Eschylus— Greek Literature.
C— GREF
Blair's Rhetoric— Analyses—Delivery of
.0— RHETORIC,
Original and Selected pieces.
Historical Introduction to Sacred Scripture.
G -SACRED Lnrnuvunr,
German and French.
H—MODERN LANGUACIF.S,
Draper's Chemistry.
CHEMISTRY,
K— INTELLECTUAL Pints:ism; Upham's Mental Philosophy—Hamilton's
Metaphysics.

C.—

GREEK

— RHETORIC,
G— SACRED LITERATURE

SECOND TERM.
Demosthenes on the Crown—Greek Lit.
Blair's Rhetoric, continued, with exercises as

before.
As before.

German and French, continued.
II—Mounts LANGUAGLS,
Draper's, concluded.
— CHEMISTRY
K--ISTELLECTUAL Prutosornr, lipham's Mental Philosophy, continued
Statics, Dynamics.
—N ATURAL Pnmosorny,

— LATIN,
.0 —narrow;

TEETRD TERM.
Stwenal—Roman Literature.
Essays—Discussions—Original Orations.

As before.
G—SACRED LITERATURE,
German and French, continued.
H—MODERN LANGUAGES,
K —ISTF.LLECTUAL PHILOSOPHY, ItplIIITH'S Mental. Philosophy, concluded.
Hydrostatics, Hydrodynamics, Pneumatics,
L —NATURAL PHILOSOPHY,
Acoustics, Optics.
Botany.
..17-1,TxTurtm. HISTORY,

19

PIEST TERM.

0—Gar.sr,
Dr-vRrterostc,
GLSACRED LITERATURE,
.iiLiiIonssu LANGUAGES,
.—.11'gronAT Pluxososnr,
g—NATURAL Hisvany,
IT—Aentottoznt,
Ó—MonAz Pszosornr,
P—Point= Entzusornr,
0 -2EsTnEncs,

1?—LATIN,

ij—Gnzsx,
.D — R ur ronict,
—SACRED Lirmunms,
.5•-.MODERN LANGUAGES,
H—..41LSTRONOMY,
—Monn. Pnisosoren
P— Posrnem. PHILOSOPHY,

Q-4Essturrics
It—Lome,

Greek Testament —Plato—Lectures on
Greek Philosophy.
Original Essays and Speeches.
Guizot's History of Civilization.
Evidences of Christianity.
French.
Electricity, Magnetism, Galvanism.
Geology.
Olmsted's Astronomy,
Wayland's Moral Science.
Political Economy.
Karnes' Elements of Criticism.
SECOND TERM.
Cicero's Tusculan Disputations.
Lectures on Greek Philosophy.

As before.
Evidences of Christianity, concluded.
French, continued.
Olmsted's Astronomy, concluded.
Wayland's, continued.
Political Economy, continued.
Karnes' Elements, concluded.
Whately's Logic.

THIRD TERM.
Original Essays— Vocal Exercises.
.. Oral instruction in Sanitary Science.
.F—HtsTony,
History of -Philosophy.
0—MonAL PHILOSOPHY
Wayland's, concluded,
P— POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY,
Constitution of the United States.

.D — It rtEr o nrc,
E —Eton:sr

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.
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els it would not have been ushered in with its highly significant
,.ápPeal to that created nature which seems to satisfy the mere
Scientist; but as profound, immutable, essential PHILOSOPHY:
GENERAL REMARKS,

,'<‘4ehold the fear of the Lord, THAT is wisdom; and to depart
from evil, is understanding." Job xxviii: 28.

Is CONNECTION WITH THE PREVIOUS COURSE OP INSTRUCTION.
UNTIL the several Departments of instruction are filled, there
will be made the best attempt possible to distribute the various
branches among the present teachers; and. the preceding course
will he carried out so far as practicable. New Professors are
expected during the present year.
There is an alternation of days with respect to the studies pursued, so as to furnish variety, and initiate the student into as
many branches as the successive years may permit.
Certain branches are, of course, kept subordinate, with regard
to which, all that can be done, is to turn the attention to them in
the right connection, simplify the elements, point out appropriate
books of reference, and instruct as to the relative place which they
hold in science.
This last point will receive particular attention, in connection
with Didactics, when students will be drilled in the classification
or the branches, with their respective relations. Such exercise
enhances the value of all attainments.
It will be inculcated as philosophy, even if it were not religion,
that faith is superior to sight. Faith walks under the guidance
of Supreme Wisdom. Sight walks in accordance with its own
limited views. Therefore faith must lead science, and not science,
faith.
There will be a constant reiteration and illustration of the true
theory of education, which is, that it consists in the untiring
endeavor to approach that perfection, corporeal, mental and spiritual, winch' belonged to us originally, and which it is the object of
redemption to restore. Hence, education does not consist in mere
culture, but in change—not in development alone, but in sanctift:
cation. This simple bible-truth is a key to unlock the difficulties
of social, mental and moral philosophy.
And, finally, it will be taught, not as cant, else it would not be
in the Scripture; nor as an arbitrary dictation of divine authority,

ELECTIVE STUDIES.
As soon as practicable, a course of Elective Studies will be
'arranged to meet the wishes of those whose determined callings
may make it desirable to vary from the usual Baccalaureate course,
r
while at the same time maintaining a just equivalent. Of these
elective studies there are three kinds, viz.: Theological, Scientific
''and. Normal.
Tunotoolca
Tnn THEOLOGICAL BACCALAUREATE Counsn is meant for such as
expect to become evangelists, catechists, teachers in the New
Testament sense, or unordained missionaries. A part of the
variation here will consist in the substitution of the Hebrew for
the Latin after the Freshman year, and in greater attention to
Hellenistic Greek, with the principles of Biblical interpretation.
But those who propose a regular theological course for ordination
to the ministry, will not be allowed to choose this variation.
Sans-flue.
THE SCIENTIFIC ELECTIVE STUDIES Will not receive special care
until there are corresponding facilities for pursuing them.

Nonm.fr.
Tun NORMAL Etncrivz STUDIES are designed for those who
expect to make teaching their profession.
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GERMINAL RELATIONS.
L THEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
Ix accordance with the direction of the Synod of 1864, "that
the Institution shall, as soon as possible, have a theological
character," and in the endeavor to meet the requirements of the
field, and to carry out the ultimate purpose of the enterprise, a
theological basis has been laid by assigning to Prof. OGGEL the
department of Sacred Literature.
A permanent Theological Department will be conducted in
harmony with the college course, intended for those who may
pursue the theological branch of elective studies. (See page 21.)
But for the training of such as expect to become ordained
ministers of the Gospel, the theological germ will be developed
into a Seminary, as soon as the Lord and His Church permit.
IL MISSIONARY CONNECTIONS.
Although the acceptance and appointment of Missionaries,
belongs to Missionary Boards, and the ordaining of them to
Classes, yet the training of them, whether they are to be presbyters, evangelists, catechists or teachers, belongs to just such an
Institution, established for the promotion of sound, Christian
education, and for the spread of the GospeL
One of the professorships proposed in the future Theological
Seminary is that of Missionary Training, whose province it is not
needful here to repeat. This professorship has already received
the unqualified approbation of the General Synod (see Minutes
for 1864, page 489), and will be gained at the proper time.
Meanwhile, as a special missionary work, in harmony with the
general work of the Church at large, has been inaugurated by
the Classes of Holland and Wisconsin, the Institution will bear a
relation adapted to promote that work.
If missionary zeal be ever made to correspond with the wants
of the world and the consecration of believers, it will be evinced
not merely by sending forth ordained ministers, but by Christian

GERMINAL RELATIONS.
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• colonization. This idea (no novel one) has been embodied in the
keel of a Missionary Ship, which was laid at Holland, Black Lake,
Michigan, with appropriate public ceremonies, June 24, 1864. The
work will progress in proportion to the faith of those concerned.
The Council of the Institution as an incorporated body, will
hold pie title to the vessel when completed, in absolute trust for
its errand.
IIL NORMAL BrtAxcu.
One of the ends proposed by the Institution has been the training of teachers; and those who have fixed on teaching, as a
permanent profession, will be allowed to take the normal course
of elective studies.
If there be sufficient progress and prosperity, there will be an
endeavor to send forth teachers for the express purpose of founding
schools and academies auxiliary to the Institution.
IV. PERIODICALS.
There has been already established a periodical called Tun
Snuounn, devoted exclusively to the investigation and illustration
of the Scriptures, especially the more obscure and difficult portions. Three numbers have been issued; and it will be continued
as a Serial during the first volume, which is to be completed in
twelve numbers. The accounts, including donations and subscriptions, have been duly audited by the Council.
It has long been felt that the Institution, in view of some of its
peculiar relations, needed an organ in the Dutch language; and the
desire of the Holland brethren, as expressed in Classis, has been for
a weekly religious newspaper, in order to represent the Church in a
tongue which, for comfort and intelligence, the many still need.
A specimen number of DE Horn has, accordingly, been published; and the work will, as originally proposed, be conducted
in connection with the Institution, according to a plan adopted
by the Council for the regulation of the printing house.
•
As the important measures mentioned are all within the compass
of faith and work, they have been at least attempted. And
pertaining as they do, to one and the same general Institution,
they are, for the sake of unity, efficiency and economy, under the
supervision of one and the same general Council.
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VACATIONS.

Fon the present year, the terms and vacations will be regulated
in accordance with the calendar on page 27. They will be some', what varied afterwards.
EXAMINAT/ONS.

FRATERNAL SOCIETY.
Arrnn the first two college classes had been formed, the collegians desiring a college association, requested the Principal to revive
the F. S., of which he had formerly been a member.
This Society had been organized at Union College in 1834; and
of its ten founders, seven afterward entered the ministry. Its
constitution and purpose were, at the outset, submitted to President Non and Professor (the late Bishop) Anoxxo Porrnm by
whom they were warmly approved.
During its continuance, it was a source of great comfort and
solid benefit to those who were admitted into its fellowship. But
its extreme simplicity placed it at too great disadvantage in comparison with other similar societies; and, therefore, by a unanimous
vote of its active members, (of whom there were then seventeen)
its existence as the original F. S. was terminated in 1859.
As, however, the plan was admirable and exceedingly adapted
to the tastes and wants of the New College, the Principal obtained
the archives, and in the fall of 1863, initiated the members of the
College classes into the association thus revived.
The central portion of the above out represents the former
badge of the Society; and the letters in the circle—Omikron,
Kappa, Epsilon—are the initials of the Society's motto.

Immediately before the annual Commencement, there is a public
r examination of all the classes under the supervision of the Council
; and the State Board of Visitors.
•

Exrntmns.

The price of tuition is twelve dollars per term, but it is subject
to a system of exemptions arising from the growth of the Institution through benevolent contributions, and adapted to the needs
of the deserving.
A fee of ten dollars per annum is laid to cover all contingent
expenses. No fee on admission, is required, nor are any extra
charges levied. The graduation fee is five dollars.
The gratuitous use of rooms in the building, is continued; but in
the assigning of them, preferences are made according to the object
sought in study.
Good board may be obtained at the general boarding hall of
the Institution, or elsewhere, at prices ranging from 52.50 to $3.50
per week.
BENEFICIARY Hnut
No youth desirous of receiving an education, yet not having the
means to meet the expense, will be turned from the doors of the
Institution on that account; but friendly aid can always be found
for such as are worthy.

Aug. 2 4, 1865.
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FIRST CATALOGUE

OUT OF MX= HAS GROWN

WITE AX

HISTORICAL SKETCH
OF

THE

PIONEER-SCHOOL, ACADEMY AND COLLEGE.

ij CLASS.
NAME.

GERRIT

No. 11,
At home,
Mr. IL To Roller's,
No. 13,

Fairview,
Holland, Mich.,
Overyssel,
Gragfschap, Mich.,
Chicago, Ill.,
Chicago, Ill.,

SYLVESTER Hat BROKAW,
RHIN HAVERKATE,
JOHN HOF3IAN,
KLAAS NEEEKEN,

&nod

PETER DANIEL

Comm
Or stria.

REMOESCE.

Scnternius,

No. 11,

Classical.
Classical.
Classical.
Classical.
Normal.
Classical.

Mr. Grebel's,
Grebel's,
Mrs. Nroes's,
No 11,
No. 13,

Classical.
Classical.
English.
Classical.
Classical.

QS CLASS.

Zeeland, Mich.,
Zeeland, Mich.,
Chicago, Ft,
Fairview, BT.,
Holland, Mich ,

ANTHONY JAMES BENJAMINSE,
PETER DOORNHEIN,
HENRY GEORGE KLYN, JILS
JAMES TEN EYCK,
AREND VISSCIIER,

Mr.

,
}Dam

RESIDENCE.

DROST,I]
ALEXANDER ECKERMAN,I

KOMMARIENUS

JOHN GILMORE,
WALTER HELLENT
PETER HITYSSOON,

Holland, Mich.,
Baltini ore, Md.,
Fairview, Ill.,
Fillmore, ..Ilich.,
.Drenthe
, Mich.,
,
Overijssel, Mich.,
Battle Creek, Mich.,

5U.

AtnEnTus MienmEnsianzEN,
WILSON SVILKEN MILLSEARGII,
GERRIT HENDRIK NYRERIC
JACOB VAX HALTEREN,
JOHN VISSCHER,

01/Cry8Set, 21/ch.,

Eastman rille, Mich.,
Holland, Mich.,
.
Iladand, Mich.,

GERRIT WILTERDINK,

EOM

No. 10,
No. 10,
No. 12,
No. 14,
Mrs. Nrocs's,
No. 10,
No. II,
Mr. Geerling's, ...
No. 10,
At home,
At home,

Contra
OP STUDY.

Classical.
Classical.
Classical.
Classical.
Classical.
Classical
Classical.
Classical.
Classical.
Classical.
Classical.

w
H
tl
g2

summ ARY ..1.-ND r/mv-wnnnens.
4 Temporarily engaged in teaching.

I Served three years in U. S. Vol,.
I Served four years in U. S. Vol,.
7 Temporarily absent.

Number of Academy Student.
Number of College Students,
Whole Number of Studentv

27
23
W

to
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COURSE OF STUDY.
FIRST YEAR:—D CDASS.
Geography —Davies' Now School ArithBullion? English Grammar—
metic—Orthography—Bullion? Latin Grammar —Bullion,' Latin Exercises —
Bunions' Latin Reader —mil/ions' Greek Grammar —Penmanship—Rhapsodies—
Declamation and Composition.

SceoNn I-mu-0 CLASS.
English Grammar— David University Arithmetic— Book•Keeping —Dictation
Exercises — Willard's History of the United States—Latin Grammar —Latin
Exercises— Caesar — Greek Grammar — Bantu' Greek Reader —Penmanship —
Dutch—Parker's Exercises in Composition—Declamation.
TItittD YEAR-13 CLAss.
Parsing Pope's Essay on Man —Davies'Elementary Algebra—Astronomy and
Use of Globes—IV:Ward's Universal History —Arnold's nit Latin Book —Cicero's
Orations against Catalina —Greek C:nutunar— Harkness' led Greek Book —Greek
Render —Penmanship—Dutch—Exercises in Composition —Declamation.

Fouirrn YEAR—A CLASS.
Parsing Milton's Paradise Lost —Davies' University Algebra— Peek's Ganes
Natural Philosophy —Andrews' and Slocklard's Latin Grammar—Arno/d's Latin
Prose Composition—Latin Prosody—Virgil's fEneid — Crosby's Greek Crammer
—1st Greek Book— Xenophon's Anabasis— Parker's Aids in English Composition —Declamation.
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDIES.
The Academic week is divided as follows: Monday and Wednesday are Satin
days; 'Tuesday and Thursday are Greek days; Friday is Rhetoric day.
The studies other than Latin, Greek and Rhetoric, are distributed between the Latin
and Greek days, so that too many may not occur on the same day. The Rhetoric •
day is devoted to various exercises in elocution and composition, to orthography
and reviews.
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MISCELLANEOUS =FORMATION.

.TEn3ts AND VACATIONS. These, for the present year, are the
game as those of the College, and appear on page 27. .
iIDAILV Snssierss. The hours of recitation are from twenty
*Mites past 8 A. IL until 12 Ir.
' "All the Academic and Collegiate students attend social worship
it 8 A. M.; and those who reside in the building, at half-past 9 r.
at., also.
:tc The pupils of the Academy are not compelled to sit candor the
.'pSi‘e of a teacher, but are permitted to study in different rooms
''assigned them. Those who, after a reasonable time, cannot or
;Wm not acquire sufficient self-government to do so, are not suffered
to remain.
• EXAMINATIONS. There is an annual examination, for the date of
which, see the Calendar.
...Eremcsas. A fee of ten dollars is required from each student
for contingent expenses. Beyond this, no charges have yet been
festablished.
The gratuitous use of rooms is allowed to pupils, but preference
is given according to intentions in studying.
BENEFICIARY Am. To those who give sufficient promise of use' fulness, but have not the means of supporting themselves, there
are arrangements to afford suitable assistance.
} Wen Music. There are the same advantages in this respect
,to all the students.
I GwAsrum. This is open to all, for the regular exercises.
FELLowsnir. The 2Telz:phon Society, established in 1857, has
been a source of much satisfaction to its members. It is conducted for social and literary improvement.
GENERAL Rnouranoxs. Rules are as few and simple as practicable. The students are expected to deport themselves with
that propriety which a due regard for the wishes of their teachers
would dictate, and their own self-respect enforce. They are taught
to govern themselves.

•
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CATALOGUE OF INSTRUCTORS.

'5132 Or
Sennez.

11ZS1DENCE AT TIRE
or Arpoznarrwr.

Naxe.

PRINCIPALS.
WALTER TELLER TAYLORS
Or THE Pamitnit Selma..
REV. F. P. BEIDLER,
Or THE D1OXERIt SCHOOL.
Rr.v. JOHN VAN YUEN., A. V,0
Or THE MADRID'.
RIX. PHILIP PHELPS, D. 11
Or THE AcAnnmy.

Geneva, N. L,

1851-84

South Bend, Ind

1854-55

Brugnsioick, N. 1'

1855-59

Wastings.upon-Hudoni 1859„ .

PROFESSORS.
(lbw.) ABRAHAM THOMPSON A. B. (A. IL),
REV. GILES VAN DE WALL, A M
!tint PETER JOHN OGGEL, A. M,
1/Ev. THEODORE; ROSIEVN BECK, A. M.,. .
REV. JOIIN MASON PERRIS, A M

llendington, H. J., . .. .
Grand Rapids, Miih.,. .
Ma, Iowa,
Neu; Bnertmuick, H. ,I.,
Crawl Rapids, illich.,. .

1867-58
1858-61
1863—..
1803— ..
1804-65

TUTORS.
(SELECTED 51103( 7112 OLDER STLIJETS.)
(REV.) JOHN HARMENS KARSTEN (A. 3L)
NATHAN DEXTER WARD
WILLIAM BROKAW GILMORE
WILLIAM ALTAMONT SHIELDS,
ALBERT TAIIIIMS HUIZINGA,
WILLIAM 110ERDYK,

1857-58
1861-63
180I
1861
1864—..
1805

*Deemeed.

ema .47 - er

freLA
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"Holland Mei 25/1867
Rev: D: Broek
Geliefde Broeder.
De Synodele Kommissie om de Theol:
Klas te examineeren en het belang van dit Theol: onderwys te
onderzoeken is gearriveered, en heeft behoefte aan de ontmoeting de
Hollandsche Dominees: Wees daarom (zoo verzoek ik dringend)
aanstaande Woensdag morgen om tien uur hier om die vergadering by
tewoonen: Het gewigt de zaak en voor onze toekomst zult gy wel
inzien: Zoo Neerkey kan medekomen laat hem dan komen.
xxxzn[?] U hart: Liefh Broeder
A:C:Van Raalte."
Addressed to "Rev:d D: Broek
Graafschap
Fillmore
Ottawa Mich:-"

"Rec'd Feb 20 69
Fr. Rev Dr Van Raalte"
-Holland Mich
Febr:

1869

Rev: D Broek
Geliefde Broeder!
k 't sedert eenige dagen in
hevige Rheumatiesche pynen, met daarMe'everbonden ellenden: deze
zyn sedert de laatste twee dagen zeer ve-fz-rd: de medicynen pynen
etc verzwakken my zeer; zoodat al mogt ik morgen by afzeikking
oftusschen de 8 dagen kunnen p/Iediken: Het zou te zuekeloos zyn
Maandag mij bloot te stellen aan zulk eene konde reis en
vermoeizenis.- Daarom ofschoon het my zeer spyt, ik mag
aanstaande maandag niet op die vergadering komen doch heb de
goedheid de Broeders namens mij te. bidden, om toch zamen te
vereenigen: opdat de gemeenten toch gesterkt en niet verzwakt
worden door eene misplaatsing der Kerk gebouwen. Verschoon van
wege myne ongesteldheid mijne kortheid
Uw Liefh: Vriend & Broeder
A.C.Van Raalte."
Addressed to: "Revd: D: Broek Postmarked: "Holland Mich Dec 17"
Sagatuck
Allegan County
Mich:-"
"Holland Mich
Dec 17/[18]74.
Revd: D.Broek
Lieve Broeder.
Te vergeefs zag ik naar U uit: en
leef in de veronderstelling; dat gy te huis zyt: Er is trouwens ook
weinig aan om iemands oordeel te vragen, nu dat reeds het huwlyks
Contract gesloten is: en ook wat vrijselve aan gaat, heb ik altyd
gezegd, het is een gevaarlyk werk zyn neus in een buurmans Huwlyks
aanknooping te steken: Ja ik ben altyd bly, dat ik niet in dat
heete water zit, wanneer ik hoor van de aanzveken waarlen ander mee
beloopen wordt: ik ben daarom de laatste, die zich daar gaarne er
mee zou bemoeijen: Myne Jokkende afkeuring mag U anders doen
denken: doch ik wist wil, dat het, om invloed op de keuze te hebben
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CATALOGUE OF GRADUATES.

[There has hitherto been no regular certificate of graduation; for the present system Is
the result of gradual growth. Thu following list embraces the names of those who, at the
time of leaving the hugEtellon, were sufficiently advanced In their studies to be regarded as
Alumni. The years are the several dates of graduation. Those who have received degrees,
are Alumni of Itutgers College; and ten of the clergymen are graduates or the Theological
Seminary at New Brunswick, N.J. The theological studente, with one exception, are at the
same Seminary. The tint five names belong to tho Pioneer School. 'hereafter there will 130
a 1.1111COrm course for those w ho receive the diploma of the Academy.]

SCAM.

STUDENT-RESIDENCE.

OCCUPATION.

1854.
CHRISTIAAS VAN DER VEEN, A. EL

Holland, Mich.,

JACOB VAN DER Ileum', A. It,

Zeelanc4 Mich.,

EDWARD IIENRY Gourmet' TAYLOR,: ... Ilelland, Mich
Some 118EEELENKATE,t
Holland, 111th.,

Clergyman.
Clergyman.
Late& ILS.Vols.

Late on.7.8.VOls.

1855.
Song V.0, Den Menus, A. M., ........ Zeelanc Mich

Clergyman.

1857.
ADRIAN EIVESIER,
GERRIT Joine am:nu

Rochester, .M Ir
Overysse{ Mich.

Rum WAN De IdlYSTEE;

Hallam; Melt,
1858.

Jong IIARMEX9 KAMM?, A. If.
Enna"' WIRIER, A. If
ROELOF DIETER.%

Ifetuelue 110001.9180E11,

Vtiestand, Miela,
Holland, Mich
Chicago, Ill.
fiction ei, Mich

Clergyman.
Clergyman,
Teacher.

.
Clergymen.
Clergyman.
Clergyman.
Editor.

•
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GRADUATES:
GRADUATES.
Nam

STODENT-nESEDENCE.

OCCUPATION.
NAME.

Ems= Ivinsmarrs DRANDTA.
Dias Enos; A. X
P=R Ds Pius, A. 31.
PETER LEPELTAK, A. M.,
BAREST Ván DER Lso,
Loins Ernsu PIETER, A.31
Witt= HENRY VAN FLEET

1858.
Arnhem, Netherlands, Clergymen.
Holland Mich.
Clergyman.
Zeeland, Ifich.
Clergyman.
Grand Haven, 1/Sh.,. Clergyman.
Freeport, IL,
Clergyman.
Mgmel, Netherlands,, Theo]. student.
Elgin, Id
Farmer.
1860.

ILLEurEs Simsrust; A. B.,
A. B

Amu", Trnernixon,

ESEELDERT CREISTIAAN OGGEL,

HERRE GITERWTE, d_ B.,

damn)

VAN DER VEEN,t

Overyesd Mich.,
fool, student
Nieutodolp, IVetherrds, Theo'. student
A. B., . Grand Haven,
Theo!. student
Holland, hete.,
Theo!. student
TiOnanC; Met

Medical

Student

1861.
Joinr wn.mur w.utNsums, A. B.,
Clymer, N. F,
Thee!. student
ADRIAN PrnsrvEER, A. B
Zeeland Mich.
Theo!, student.
HENRY JAMES Snows, Tri.
Battle Creek, Mick,.. Teacher.
Iwas Orrnenn
.Meppel, Netherlands, . Normal student
EUGENE STRONG
Constantine,
Teacher.
MARTEN VAN DEN BEER,*
Grand Haven, Mich.
neon VAN DER VEEN
Holland dfich,
For meralle life.
&GERD YNTIntA,
Friesland, Mich.,
Teacher.
1862.
Ass Bounsarn,f
GERRIT D.ssoaniosu

Witt= Bigamy GrEmonE,
Waster Iforanys,
Pnanu. MoEnnEz,
HENRY PE1TE OGEE;
Wiz= Aissmorr Samtns,

39

Holland, Mich
College student.
Overijssel, lath...... College student.
Fairview, Ill.
College student
Kalamazoo, Allele..... College student.
Kalamazoo, Mick,— College student
Pella, Inca
Medical student
Fairview, Rh
College student

'STUDENT...RESIDENCE.

OECUTATION.

1862— Conanuna.
Clymer, N. F.,
College student.
Ilastings-on.Huilson,.. Teacher.
NATHAN DEXTER WARD,
Holland, 411th.,
College student.
HARM Wo=as
Holland, IRO
WILLIAlf GOEIGHLUS LEDERGER,f,*
Teacher.
Milwaukee, Wis.
/ow ItorrnT Pow,
Grand Haven, Mich., . Teacher.
WARNER SEILPEL,

JOHN WILLIAM TE WINKLE,

1803.
Late ef17.S.Vols.
Dins Human ICTramET VAR Itán=,t II Holland, Hiokr
Late of U.S.Vols.
Zeeland, Mich.,
Sous HUIZENGA,t
College student.
Chicago, Ph,
GERRIT Boras
College student.
Zeeland Mich.
JAMES DE Pus;
Silver Creek, 111., . College student
ESNS JANSEN HEEREV
College student
Groningen,
ALBERT TAMMES HUIZINGA,
Battle Creek, Mich., .. Fer meddle life.
SAMUEL Mussr•rou Assay,
PIERRE GIULIA= Mnxisrusor HULLER, Ifeppel, Netherlantle,. College student
Teacher.
Muskegon, Audi.,
JAMES BRANDT,
Holland, Mich,
Itruze Bounser*,*
Battle Creek, Mich.,— Of U. S. Vols.
CORNELIUS ELTINGE CLAREt t
Graafschap, Mich.,. .. Normal student.
GEnnrr JAN STEGEMAN,
Grand Haven, lack.
PETER VAN DEE BERGS JR.,*
Of U.S. VOIS.
Holland, Mich.
GERRIT WARIMR, 31L,t
Theol. student.
Grandtchap,
EVERT WESTING,

HERMAN DORGERS

Toss

DROEE,

HERBED WILLIAM ELM, *

GERETT Joan KottER,
FRANCOIS SALMON LEDEBOER,
HERMAN HENRY SO/IA.BERG, In.

De HREEKE,
Vrssounsf

GERRIT VAN
WILLIAM

SJOERD WESSELIUS,

1864.
Groningen,
Holland Ian.'
Grand Rapids, Mich-.
Overijssel, 411th......
Holland, Mich.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.,—
Kalamazoo, Mich.,—
Holland Mich.,
Grand Rapids., Mich.,.

College student
College student
Collage student.
Medical student.
College student
College student
College student.
For morellle lifo.

GRADUATES.
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Grand Rapids, Mich.,. College student.
.... &Bog° student.
Groningen,
College student.
Feb, Iowa,
For muddle life,
Holland, Midi.

Comm= GA2.ftnada,
Rums HIftIA,
Evrin VAN DEII HART,
Wnim 'sr VAN PurruM

HISTORICAL SKETCH.

Min sketch which flret appeared in the Christian Intelltgencer, and was afterward published as a
circular, le here added, In its revised and extended form, as adopted by the Council.]

SUMMARY OF GRADUATES,
AND ItEFERENCES.
Ministers of the Gospel,
Teachers
Editor,
Theological students
College students preparing for the ministry,
Other college students,
Other students
*Deceased, (**Died in service, U. S.)
{Served three years in II. 8. Vols
{Served less period in U. S. Vols.,
Enlisted in 1862, but belong to class of 1863.
Others,

13
8
1.
8
14
10

5
5

g

Total,
Deduct for double enumeration,
Whole number of graduates

5
81
8
'13

Tun mums: or Hord Connor, is, in some
respects, peculiar. Almost from the first
planting orally Reformed Proteertant (Dutch)
churches at the West, the necessity of an
educational centre wee felt.

1843.
In the minutes or the General Synod for
June, 184.3, we find the following in the report
or the Committee on Education (Rev. Dr.
Guam H. Pins; Chairman:)
"Your Committee learn from the report of
the Beard of Domestic Minions, that the
subject of Christian Education at the West
Ins occupied their attention, and with much
Interest, The matter has been referred to
them in various ways, and earnest appeals
from several of our missionary stations have
been made, desiring that some plan may be
devised and adopted to promote literature In
connection with religion, las these present
borders of our country.
as The best consideration they have been
able to give the subject, has, however, not
resulted In the proposition or amindement
of any plan; and the reason is, that the
Church Is not prepared for anygreat measure
toward establishing colleges and seminaries
at the West But the CommitMe agree with
the Board, that the counsels of the Cher"
may avail much with those who are seeking
to be nurtured by hor fostering care.
" This object should not be permitted to
depart out of sight. In the language of the
report: • The youth there growing up, are

destined to exert an immense influence for
weal or wo; the character of society In
those air regions of our country, Is now terming; so it la of vast moment that elementary
Instruction be Imparted by moral, pions and
gifted teachers, well imbued with the spirit
of the Gospel.'"
The special resolution submitted and adopt.
cd was as fellow,:
"Resolved, That this Synod do earnestly
recommend to their missionaries and churches in thoWest, to exert theirinfluence toward
creating and sustaining schools of a superior
grade, in which the object shall be kept con.
stoutly in view, besides the advantages of a
good or thorough education, to Inculcate the
principles or pure morality and sound religion."
At that time, our Denomination had, at the
Weet, two Classes, comprising seven churches
and seven ministers.

1841.
The following is an extract from the Report
of the Committee on Missions (Rev. Mums
BOXICTIP, Chairman), to the General Synod
in June, 1847.
"The attention of the Synod is called» the
report of the Board of Domestic Missions, to
very forcible consideration.' on the subject of
the weighty auxiliary influence of schools
and Christian education in evangelizing the
West. . . . The establishment of a High
School at some commanding point, could

HISTORICAL SKETCH.
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hardly fall to prove eventually (he gems elf
something important; and while the Synod
cannot be expected to embark in It, a word
of encouragement might do much toward
prompting the attempt, and the prospect of a
measure of alit would not be without its
effect
"Added to all the claims advanced by patriotlem, by humanity, by religion, we have an
appeal to our affection and sympathies, based
on endearing affinities. A new body of pitgrime has reached our shores from llolland,
the land of our fathers, and the shelter, in
ages gone by, to outcasts by 'persecution.
The movement will not lose on the score of
Its moral grandeur, by comparison with any
associated act of emigration in the history of
eer country," etc.
The following was the special resolution
adopted by the Synod:
"Resolved, That see regard Christian Effie,
cotton to ho pre.emlnent among the instrumentalities which G edhas placed in thehands
of the Church, and that we especially coinmend it to the attention and fostering influonce of all our churches in relation to the
necessities of the West."
I &LS.
The next important link is found in a
Report Made to the General Synod In 1818,

hy a special committee on the state of the

Church, consisting of Rev. awn itosmmr,
Chairman, Rev. Tiroxes Ds Warr, D. 11,
Rev. Joint CIARRETIOn, May. Grolum W.
Burtnniz, D. D., and Rev. Tues. If. Sznorm,
D. D., together with the Eldora, Wrizsaar B.
Cnosnr, Terms Yen Vocnrcst, GEORGE EsEmma; and Tnosua C. DORMICE. Said
committee had been appointed the previous
year 'ie take Into consideration the present
state and correspondent duty of the Church,
and to reportsuch messmee as may be deemed

"The Institution of colleges, is the settled
policy of the churches of this country; and
even Jesuit sagacity and success may teach
us a Iowa"
In relation to church extension, the coin.
mince thus speak:
"It to worthy of consideration, whether we
could not more certainly, economically, and
speedily attain our end by planting a scion
from our Church at the West—forming, in
other words, an organization there. In a form
and size that will make our Church plainly
seen and beneficially felt. [This has been
since met by the establishing of the Portionlar Synod of Chicago.] Let an institution of
high order for classical and theological In.
erection, ender our patronage as long aa
necessary, and at first under our control also
lie established. Let at least two men be
commissioned to conduct the Theological
Department, and let there be, if necessary, a
requisition, that one year—the closing one
of the course—be spent at New Brunswick,
This will give a centre of operation there,
end will create au interest; The Church win
be represented not by young men only, but
by men of matured years and already established character. Instead of inquiries about
us, wo will be seen and read In our doctrines
and usages; and a foundation will thus be
laid for the extension of our principles of
truth and order- This 00003a1iOn flos long acopted several leading minds, and Is hero set
forth for the solemn deliberate consideration
of Synod, at this crisis of our operations."
The preceding suggestions were referred
to the Board of Domestic Missions.,

1849.
To the General Synod, In June, 1819, the
Board of Missions reported as follows;
"On the subject of the reference to the
Board, of that portion of the report of the
Committeeon the state of the Church, which
rerun; to the establishment of Literary and
Theological Institutions in the West, Ire beg
leave to 'state that, inasmuch as from file
most conducive to her culargementand pros- correspondence of this Board, nothing has
parity." In their conclusions, they were been elicited respecting this subject, wo are
not, therefore prepared at present, to make
"perfectly joined together in one mind and
any report on the same to General Synod."
In one judgment," and from theirromarkablo
.
1550.
report, which was accepted, referred to vrtr
ons committees, and printed as an appendix, It has been seen that the question of Chris.
we quote as follows: (See Minutes of Synod thin education at the Weet, rested with the
Board of Domestic Missions, for it was vitalfor DES, pages 30/, 3110
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ly associated with Church extension. In August, 1850, Rev. Dr. Joinr flannanox, who,
the previous year, had been appointed Corresponding Secretary let the Board, made an
official visit to the Holland colony In Mich!,
gan, and had an Interview with Rev. Dr. A.
C. Yaw MUM= in regard to the educational
needs which had been felt to exist there,
The late Rev. De.vm Marxism then ski.
Honed at South Bend, Indiana, and Rev. ,T.
It. Sarmxtn, his predecessor at that place,
accompanied Dr. Gemmtsost.
The Holland colony had been planted in
Ottawa and adjoining counties of Michigan,
mainly through the agency of Rev. A. C,
Vast Rain, who had selected the site.
There were, however, connections at different parts of thoWeaL foe different Immigrant
churches, under different leaders, had come

building up not of )vorldly but of Christian
institutions? It was to thls place, and under
such circumstances, that a kind Providence
directed the steps of His servant.
On his return to the East, Dr. 61.5nnnrsorr
drew up a plan of a High School among the
Hollanders In Ottawa county, Ilichigen, and
vicinity, whose object should be "to prepare
sons of the colonists from Holland to be ede.
cated in Rutgers College, and also to educate
(laughter, of said colonists," etc., etc. The
Principal was " to report to a Committee conmisting of the President of Rutgers College;
the Senior Professor In our Theological SemMary; the Rev. TIMMS Dr Win, D. D., of
NowYork; and the Rev. tease N. Wrcnozr,
D. D., of Albany;" to which Committee, was
arlerworil added Secrete,"asunaTeell•
Certificates and subscriptions to the plan
were obtained by Dr. Onnerrsow, on " the
express
condition that five acres et land shun
be procured by gift or othenvise, tube located
in the town of Holland for the use and purPaso or an Academy, and 88 B°°" as fun"
can be obtained for that purpose, suitable
buildings shall be erected on said land." In
accordance with this, a plot of five acres was
donated by Dr. "Pax MAALTE. Many weans
of labor were devoted by Dr. aunts« to
the enterprise at this early stage.

at Intervals of time, though tinder similar
circumstances. • Their attachment to Christhus truth, and their adherence to the forms
and doctrines so long maintained In their
purity in this land, naturally drew forth the
sympathies of the American Dutch Church.
At the same time, the colonists had wants to
be suppled, and especially mum onee,
Educated m inistem, who mad preach both
In English and Dutch, were needed for the
perpetuation of their chinches. Suitable
teachers were essential for the proper training of the rising generation. The difficult
Under the above arrangement, the late
teak of regniating the transition of nationWizen T. Patton, then an Elder In the Reality, was to bo accomplished,
formed Dutch Church of Geneva, N. Y., and
By whom could aid in this be botter ex- proprietor of a flourishing Inetitution there,
tended, than by the American Reformed having been appointed to take charge of the
Protestant (Dutch) Church, which had gain. achool, began ble work In Oct.,1851. Assisted
eel experience both at tho earner time when by his eon and two daughters, he labored
them were national antagonisms In this there nearly three years, amid many disapcountry,, between the English and the Dutch, pointments and trials, but his work has not
and also over since the great American na. been without permanent and happy results,
lion had been formed out of all klndrods on
1852.
a commonplatform ? And where else could
The first reporter the achoolvtaa fonvarded
be found a spot more inviting to philan- by
Mr. Tenon, and was embodied in a statethroplc labors, though attended with peal- meat prepared hy Dr. Clumnrsox, on behalf
liar sacrffices, and better adapted for the of the Committee already mentioned, which
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statement, according to theplan of the school,
was communicated to the General Synod,
through the Board of Education- The fellowing Is an extract from the report:
'The Principal would not exaggerate the
difficulties 01 Isis appointed task', (without
this they are neither few nor small), lest he
might seem as one Preparing an earlan for
his own want of skill or diligence in the performs:we or leis worn. Ire expects illecner.
agerocnts, but does not yield to despondency;
end hopes and prays that the lowering seedtine may be followed by a deb and 'aullY
harvest."
It is Interesting to note here (1565) that the
general school, fromwhieh Mr. Tanbn formeel his first Latin class, and out of which the
Academy grew, is now the Union Free
School of the place, with more than three
hundred pupils, under the care of a Principal
and font other teachers, and requiring three
times the accommodations then needed. The
President of the Board of Trustees is Banwinners LEDE130Zn, M. D., and the Principal
15 31;. Congeals Dozen/ma. The school has,
of late, made rapid progress, and bids flair to
become very seen an important auxiliary, to
the Institution.
1655.
In gout, Isas, the previous plats was super.
seded In most of Its deans, by the formal action or the general synod, which, an the
spacial application or secretary 014,2=2,5„,
and an. important reasons assigned by hunt
hiao gnaws» or synod for Ira page as,
took the Zed under its care, and committed
It to the Beard of Education. Thus the
enterprise, originally denominational, be.
came general Instead of local.
1854.
The Gceemi Brand, In./211%115k on learn'
ing that Mr. Taaon wished to resign, in.
structed the Beards of Edacation and DomesU0111,1,1°,1E1 to unite in sending nanle one
who, to the duty of teaching, should add that
of preaching in English, as the Classis of HallandwithedEnglish Preaching fortheirYOUng
people; and, after an Interval, during which

the vacancy was tilled byRev. P.P.Bzmnsn,
the appointment was conferred on the late
Rev, Tom; Va Vr.tox, on his graduation
from the Theological Seminary In 305.
1853.
Although much preparatory work had been
done, yet to hir.Ves Vixen mustboawarded
the credit of having begun the Academy proper. Out of tho general newel, ha had a lira'Ltd selection of pupils read°, more in accordsnee with the design of the Institution; and
to these he confined his attention.
Ere also continued the English service,
begun by Arran:mist, on the Sabbath.
1856.
This year was signalized, In Its relations
to the Academy, by the formation of the Par.
ticular Synod of Chicago, which, under the
direction of the General Synod, appointed
Commissioners to attend the examinations,
so that all the Western Classes should share
in the supervision.
Also by the appointment Of Rev, J..0(7.5
A. 13. Corovrtz, D. D., es the Corresponding
Secretary of the Board of Education, who
having thus become ofilcially connected with
the Institution, In the spirit of energy which
he brought to all the operations of theBoard,
turned his attention to the new enterprise,
andmodulivisit to the field, with reference to
Itsadaptation as an edecational centre. The
report which he presented, °ulna return, was
such es to lead t° a CDut‘aaaaCt of denani"
national effort in the same locality.
1851.
There was, as yet, no property but the fiveacre lot belts wilderness state; and on this
the procent main building was this year begun, with the approbation of the Synod. The
moneys for this and some subsequent addltime to the property, amounting bi the aggrogate to about $12,030, Were chiefly collected
by Dr. Vex Reit•rn at the East, with much
labor, on three separate tours Made for that
purpose. If r.VanVrates personally directed
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the work of construe Lion In every perticular,
and devoted to It and to the rext of the property, n great deal of care. With some ahemGone, It yet remains the chief edifice.
The barn or store-house which alum& in
the frontispiece, tvati balk at the on mc time.
Best. Zwenten, when n student, built with
his own hands, for hie family, the email
dwelling seen In the centre of Cm cut on page
28. It now belongs to the Institution, and is
occupied by another married occident.
The first pnblIc examination was conducted
this year, under the supervision of the Cent'
&minnow., Rev. J. IL Fentus, then of Chisago, Ill., and Itev. C. VAN Dial Micuttx,
Shen of Zeeland, Mich.; and tc highly conc.
mendatory report was sent to Synod.
c' In the fall of this year, nn additional instructor, now Rev. AtiltAICAN Trionnsoc, of
Pella, Iowa, was sent by the Beard of Educe.
tien. Some fucelstance in teaching had been
previously rendered by one of the older students, now Rev. Jong IL IrsarrEN,
The Memnon Some& Was formed this
year by Mr. tan Ehnen.
1858.
Previous to 113.8.9, the effort to provide holds
for the support of studente from the &nand
churches, had been mainly directed by Dr.
171811AAtan IndlVidnally,but now aCocund ttee of theChisels of Holland, was constituted,
• With which canner Committee of the Classic
.:of 191ecoesin was afterwards associated, In
order to have a permanent system Mr the
=tantalising of aultabla students.
' This Classical Board of Education has since
held regular meetings, kept full minutes,
'done much ;minable work, and expended a
'good deal of money.
ltr.Tuccorsoff having resigned, Rev. Gans
YAW DE 1VAaa Was coinuijesloued by the
Beard of Education, In the fall of [Me year,
te succeed him in the work of instruction,
and, by the Board of Domestic Missions, to
C be associated with Mr. You Vxmcir. In the
charge of the English service.

frn
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1859.
In March ISIS. Rev. dons Tex lip:ex resigned his position, on account of the failure
of his hank'', and in the following Oct.. Rev.
Ibranc Plena's, having been commissioned
by tile Boards of Education and Domestic
3tiesions, entered on Ids labors as Principal
of the Academy and blissionary preacher.
He oet out with the simple idea thatrus n College at the West was indispensable to Church
extension, euch college should, by the grace
of God, Ice planted. For that purpose lio
was officially sent, and for that purpose he
expressly and openly went. That Idea has
never been knit eight cdf, and eli other t24"8"
have bewc made to band to It. In no other
way could the relation of the Academy to the
Church be justified, or the expression of the
General Synod, In ISIS, be realised an to "the
commanding Importance of this Institution
to the growth of our Church at the Greet."
But is doubts remained in the minds of
some, with regard to the location, be gave
Clint subject a careful, Impartial and dellber.
ate examination. It was repeatedly looked
at in all Its bearings, and wan decided mainly
by the consideration that nowhere else could
ouch InatitutIonons were contemplated, begin
to be of so much Nerelee In respect to the
ends to be attained; and each AlleCeedIng
year hag shown more clearly the wise reasons
why Divine Providence chose this place for
our second educational centre.
1800.
This year the lot was Increased from (Into
sixteen acres; the profesaoral reeidence,uow
Occupied Icy Prof. &on, was mainly built
under the superintendence unfit &macs, on
whom hue devolved the care ot the properly;
the foundation of snee dec apparatus was
laid; and theInetitution waa freed from a debt
of about eight hundred dollars. A decree of
the Court was obtained, closing the street be.
tween the two blocks which comprise the lot.
As regards the related missionary work,
a Sabbath School wan began In connection

-104mosterd na den maaltyd was.- Betere uitlegging is het dat er
achter verscholen lag een Smertgevoel om U uit onsen kring te
missen: Zulk eene tegenkanting ryst er op in het binnenste: aan
de eene Syde schat ik zulks, want het is het edelste des levens
personen boven zaken in het hart te dragen: doch wy moeten
opstijgen tot Hem, die Eenen, voortreffelyken, die met Zich de
vrede rust en heiligheid in 't hart brengt, en allen verzullen kan
en zal: waarom ik dan ook zeg: Zoo Jesus U vooruitgaat en Hy U
daar wat wil te doen gevry, ter verziering en verzoolyking van
zyne Bruid en ter verzameling van Son daren kostelyke onwaardeerbare zielen: Ga Ga dan in vrede! En schal de dienst waartoe Gy
geroepen zyt zeer hoog geniet die ho ge verhevene geduchte zalige
roeping zeer blijde: en laat ze U s aag te ne verlevendigende en
dank verwekkende prikkel zyn.- En ik wensch Uw, my dierbaar,
vrouwtje toe; dat ze als eengoe4é Dominees /te, uwekenden en
harde sterke vooral in t gebectNeØ in het zoeken van zielen in haar
kring: 0 zy kan zoo veel invloe \ yttoefenen ten goede, wanneer
Haar harte warm blyft in de nabyjliei4 van Jesus. Liefde en een goed
woord der liefde gaat zoo ver efi dri 4g in zoo diep! Doch misschien vraagt Ge, maar lag er 'n die Jokende afkeuring dan niets
wezenlyks: Als het eene inqu' itie vraagrd: Ja dan zou ik
moeten bekennen: ach ik wurde gemarteld, dodY een geliefkoosd
denkbeeld: dat namelyk, ik irj de aanvaarding vavik eene gemeente, op
my neem een geslacht te door ringen met de waarheNid, zoodat ze
deselve kunnen en willen ove leveren aan het nageslacht: 0! die
overlevering ook wanneer wy zullen zyn hennenge gaan!! en my dunkt
zulk een werk vraagt zaren: Lange jarenbebouwing vraag ik voor de
farm. 'T vraagt tyd in een volk te wortelen: en dan het pas
geboren geschlachte! 0 hoe noode kan ik het laten varen, zal ik ze
formen en verryken met de schqt en last om vatpand te bewaren.
Doch wat zal ik zeggen: Ik weet -niet meer te zeggen: want het gaat
niet zou als ik meende, dat het gaan moest: myn motto wordt Laat
los doe uw plicht want de Heer zegeert.Evenwel ik ook zelve werd door de kracht der beheerschende en
vormende omstandigheden voorsienigheden Gods, omgevoerd. Misschien
bedoeld God bovende gewoone Euangelie vruchten, door uw gaan de
Hollandsche emigratie meer aan elkander te verbinden: dit volk
behoeft elkaar: en zy kunnen elkaar besitten alleenlyk in dien wegvan vereenigd werken voor het koningryk onzer Heren Jezus. Het
gedurig veranderen van Standplaats kan het best in deszelfs
schadelyke zyde verholpen worden door dat wy dienaren onsin ons
werk concentreeren en in ons werk een planmatig kort geheel der
waarheid geven: en onsin geen byzaken laten afleiden; want ons veld
is groot: Ik geloof dat het volhardend gebruik van Kalvyns
Schriftverklaring, ons voor veel bywegen zal vrywaren, en dat zulk
eene Schriftbestudeering ons ryk en gemakkelyk zal maken in de
prediking, en het zielen bearbeiden: daarmede zou ik zeer aanraden
te vereenigen de Studie van Kalvyns Institute, als men ook dezen
onder de knie krygt dan verkrygt men veel van een mannelyke rustige
ziels Statuur.
De Heere behoede en zegene U en Uwen en Uw werk om zyns
naams wille
xxxxxx U hart: liefh: Broeder
A.C.Van Raalte"
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with the English service, and in addition
to the one previously existing in Dr. tor

a prayer, and the concluding utterance of
three rousing cheers. And It was publicly

RAALreel church,

dedicated at the Commencement in July,
1801, when the present Senior class, having
ISGI.
The Principal organized the first regnlar finished their preparatory cents% under the

Department, which wan that of Modern Lan.
guag,es and Literature, Including especially
Lila Dutch. Together with other branches, it
was 111I der the cars of Prof. VAN De: WALL,
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growing elete at, Wore ushered into the Freelsman year of the nascent College.
It is appropriate to add here, that during

On Sunday evening, December 21, 1804

To the printing lionise there is attached his.
,torle Interest. It was erected in tho =Meet
;days of the colony, for public purposes, and

(Christmas), the first church building erected

in It, both Mr. TAYLOR and Mr. V...E Flack

English service, was dedicated by Danis:Las

began their teaching, and laid the foundation
of the Academy. The first public examina.
,tien and exhibition were held hem In 1857.

occasion there was used one of the original
ch„deaccs, which hod hung one hundred

in the bounds of the Holland colony for
for his congregation at Holland— on which

the nummer of this yeah the American En-

Raying been afterward ancncsivelY used for
. the parochial school, for singing school, for

years before (17U4) in the Old Middle Dutch

It was nets that MICee99 W011id depend on the

glish Dutch Church was organized by a corn-

prayer meetings, for the election polls, and

funning of distinct departments of instruo
Con and on rigid classification, le the way

New York, at the time of the first English

mitt= of the Cloak of Michigan, as the
second church of the place—the American

. 'for a residence, it Wes donated by Dr. V= Dutch son-ice in this country.
BAALTE.B congregation to the Institution for

of the latter, there have been peculiar ohs's-

Hollandisit Dutch Church being the first.

.-Its printing operations: and all the mixtures

clee, but it has been Carried forward to corn.
pietion during the present year (1635).

having been provided, the third number of
1503.

Mr.V.= Hs WALT, who's= been associated

In the winter of 1203, the Legislature of the

with the Principal, in preachingand teaching,

State passed an Act confirming the title of

resigned In the summer, having received a

the General Synod to the Holland Academy

call to a pastond charge in South Africa;

property, and authorizing the Synod to hold

and front that dine filial all., ISM, there Wail

property in the State for educational purposes.

no professond help in teaching; but goed

If was a nnnt "lief whan' in Jane, lien'
the General Synod approved the "Collegiate

and faithful instruction Intl rendered by two
tutors, selected from the older students, viz., Department," and adePted a Plan Whieb'
Messrs. Wirawsz A. SMELTS mid NATHAN D. among other things, substituted for Commis"
Wank, while, at the same time, Mr. Waal= sinners, a Board of Superintendents, to conD. Grhuinun hedn„ red"cainode instruction stet of "nt lcaet two ministers and ono elder
in vocal music, which he hall gratuitously
continued up to the present time.
1S11.2.
With respect to property, this year wit.

front each Weatern Clattabhn
The spirit of the Synod may be gathered
from flIC fact that the President, Rev. Dr. T.

mend the erection of the gymnasium, and

W" enAPnErW' in recapitulating in hicchnting
=drew, the Important work of the session,

the grading of the grounds around It and the
main building. The special interest which

mentioned among the various acts, the layMg of educational foundations at the Went,

attaches to the gymnasium, In, that It svae
chiefly the work of the students and the
Principal. They first went into the woods

°hen" t° thew' at New Pwwmcick.
Seen afters a Deputation from the Hoard
of Education, consisting of the Vice.President, Rev. Dr. Raw. C. Tartan, and the

Sasser= was issued thence in Jan.,
'1684—the entire typographical work of which
' was done by students,
. The FRATIMNAL SOCIETY Wan resuscitated
this year, (See page 24.) Its catalogue of
former members shows a proportion of der.
'gynnen numbering more than ant-half of the
• list, among whom, are names prominent in
nor own and other Denominations,
During the winter 0[1863, Dr. VAN BA.k.I.TE
•began the special missionaw. work among the
t Classes of Holland and Wisconsin, which cost
him a great deal of labor and time,
1504.
- . In Jemmy, 1834, two new professors, ap,
, pointed by the Board of Education, entered

Church—now the Poet Ofilce— in the city of

1965.
PitYi0U/3 arrangements having been made,
Rev. JOHN Moo:cram= began his labors in
JenunrY, 1835, and was added to the Faculty
by appointment of the Board of Education.
As he retained charge of his church et Grand
Rapids, he Was compelled to ride sixty miles
every week in his own conveyance, that he
might =end three days of the week at the Col.
lege and return. In May, 1805, he resigned,
to take the position of Corresponding SeeretarT el' the Board of Foreign ItIl"hm.
Under the superintendence of Commission.
ern and others, public examinations and
exhibitions have been conducted every year,
beginning with 1837—except in 1858, mvhen
there hid been illness among the students—

and In ISM, when there had been irregularlof the
. on their duties, namely, Rev. P. J. Ocamt. ties occasioned by the pm seen
endowment work. Since Otis endowment
mind Rev. T. ROXEYN Ikon,
' In June, 1881, the Particular Synod of svork began, the burden of teaching, has
Chicago, coming to the General Synod with fallen most heavily on Prof. Brea.
' unmistakable signs of life mid power, as
shown by the measures which they adopted,

Other details of the history arc found in the

and bent lumber, comprising 111)01It 11,1100 ft.
When the April vacation came, a committee

Corresponding Secremry, Rev. J0111; L. SEE,

received the unanimous approval of those

catalogue itself. The following, however,
ought not to be withheld, even though Its

on the Comnsencement occasion, welcomed

measures, and a recommendation of the new

publicity is contrary to the habitual prefer-

of studenW remained, and the work was

the Institution to the sisterhood of Colleges.

College for an endowment of $85,000.

et different times, and "logged" the longest

driven in MI weathers.

Prom his first entrance on his office, In

The building has been arranged for the

18111, Secretary SEE has taken a deep interest

Commencements, and will seat :Wont six
hundred persons. It was privately dedicated

in the enterprise, and spared no efforts in its
behalf.

by the Principal and students, with the hoist-

It was daring this year that the first tinn-

ing of the store and striper., the reading of a
psalm, the singing of a hymn, the offering of

her of Tim tinsneunn made Its appearance,
and the printing press, etc., were obtained

Ti10 same month witneend thelaylog of the

cues of him whom It mentions. For this
simple record would be too seriously de-

keel of a missionary ship, an excellent model fcetive, If it altogether omitted the name of
s for which, was procured through the kind as. Mr. San= B. Samar/max, whose liberalt.
steam= of Capt. Sonya J. WARIXO, of the ties and sympathies have been specially
..AtiantielnsuraneeCompany, New York City. Identified with the enterprise from its origin,
. ' Also, the ordination °Met J. II. Kano.=
f to the foreign missionary work took place.

even as they are with all the ether canna"
lions of the Church.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH.

LOCATION.
Black Lake, on which the town of Holland
lien, nnd which lea harbor of Lake Michigan,
is six mile, long, and on the average about a
mile wide, and is deep enough Co float the
Great Emden,.
The village of Holland Is fifty miles from
Kalamazoo, on the Michigan Central Itall.
road, towards the South East, thirty miles
trant Grand 'bipeds towards the North East,
and twenty melee from Grand Driven to the
North, which hot place is rho land terminus
of the Detroit and Milwaukee Rullway and
Steamship line. Aeneas Um lake, Holland
Is distant nbon t eighty miles from Milwaukee,
Wleconeln, and one hundred and ten from
Chintgo, Minnie.. In due time, it will undonhtedly be linked by railroad either with
Kalamazoo or with Grand Haven, Back of
It n ee a good tinning region, a part or „like

sumutviston

E
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shape; and Instead of obtaining the charter
under the name of Tnretreb the Board have
chosen themore appropriate oneof Comeau.
This will be more particularly noticed in the
next annual report of the Council to the Genera] Synod.
ENDOWMENT.
That the InaltutIon might be made permen
sent, It had long been felt that a suitable endowment mast be secured, until at length the
neceeelty become so pressing as to Induce asthee measures for the purpose. And, In Feb.
ruary, ISO, Rev. Dr. Penn.rs, leaving been
duly corenninnioned, began hie Mors at the
Keen to secure $81,00k in which he was aided
by Rev.Dr. J. L, Sen. The work Is progressbeg as fast as pow Real le, on the basis of a
Plan for Endowment, which has received the
cordial approbation of aft concerned. When
the accomplishment of this plan Is complete,
n list of the Classical and other scholarships

Is settled lay the Colony.
The connectIonn of theInetItutIon nre seen will appear in an ensuing eatalstnee.
Meanwhile, Rev. P. J. 000EL has been act.
to embrace a number of points in the North„,,,,,,,,,„ suites, e„,„11,„‘„er, more area the „ ing an the agent of the Classes of Rolland and
the Middle States; :end with n population Wisconsin, within whose bounds he hna oband power, whose present extent and rapid tabled subscription, to the amount of $25,000.
COST AND RESULTS,
growth, offer a wide field for every Church.
The entire cost of the enterprise, them far,
PLAN OP EDUCATION.
has been as follows: The Board of Education
A ga"esal Phi" al. Edasatisa Ase the West have appro„riated for Wade!, from the be
has
has" "Prayed IAE IA° Synod in 1814' ginning with Mr. tenon, to the preeent
encouraging the establishment of academies
time, about AMMO; and for the support of
at Meltable points, with the Pernlissinn I° students at the Iustlfon, about $G,000. The
selected graduates to pursue their course at
Church at the East bas contributed for the
the new college free of tuition' also favor.
'
property about $11,0110. The Classes of Mellag the establishment of parochial schools
land and winannat.(aipecifilly the former)
with n similar relation to chord, academies. here give.about $14.000, way for the Rep,
The Synod of 1864 Intrusted all the arrangemanta necessary for the catablielement of the
proposed Denominational College, to the
Board of Superintendents of the Holland
Academy, and to the Synod of Chicago. As
the number of the Board was not limited to
three representatives from each Classier, and
as It was desirable to Increase It before the
incorporation, it has been put in its present

APPENDIX.

port of 'student,' from their congregations,
and partly for contingent expenses. The eg.
gregate is about $40,000—,ay, In round num.
been, $50,000.
To show for this, there Is property which
could not be replaced at the present time,
for leas than $25,000—. there is n co talogue of
graduates an herewith pablheleed — there Is
an organized College, wine Its Grammar
school—nod there is sue Juno=

SKETCH.
' HIST.\ICAL
R
1Tbe 'ketch which twat appeared In 0, Ch fetimi fellicreneer, and was afterward nuleltdeed as a
circular, k here added, In It, revised and tended form, aa adorned by the Council.)

Tire onion{ or Hove Comarat, is, to name
respects, peculiar. Almost from the first
planting of any Reformed Protentant (Dutch)
Churches at the IVeste the necessitY of an
nal centre was felt.
1843.
- In the minutes of the General Synod for
Jane, 11319,we find tho following In the report
of the Committee on Education (Bev. Dr.
(Inman U. Visettn, Chairman:)
"Yens Committee learn from the report of
the Board of Domestic Missions, that the
enbject of Christian Education at the likst
has occupied their attention, and with much
' Litereat. The matter han been referred to
theta In various ways, and earnest appeals
from several of our missionary stations have
been made, desiring that some plan may be
devised and adopted to promote literature In
connection with religion, In these preaent
• borders of our country.
"The beet consideration they have been
able to give the subject, has, however, not
remelted
in the proposition or arrangement
•
of any plan; and the reason is, that the
Church Is not prepared for any great measure
•toward establishing colleges lend meminarien
' at the West. Dnt the Committee agree with
e the Board, that the counsels of the Church,
may avail much with those who are seeking
tabs nurtured by her fostering care.
This object should not be permitted to
depart out of sight. In the language of the
report: 'The youth there growing ma, arc

canned to exert an Immense Influence for
es; el or 'at; the character of society In
the fair regions of our country, is now form.
leg; o It is of vest moment that elementary
levant Ion be imparted by moral, pious and
gifted lachers, well Imbued with the spirit
of the G • pel.'"
The tepee I resolution submitted and adopted was as fol
at this Synod do earnestly
"Romfred,
recommend to t Ir missionaries and church.
es In the West, to :cart their influence toward
creating and seine log schools of a superior
grade, In which the bjact shall be kept con..
intently In view, bed( ue the advantages of a
good or thorough ednc, tion, to inculcate the
principles of pure mor Ity and sound
At that time, our Denom nation had, at the
West, two Classes, comprisi seven churches
and seven ministers.
1 841The following is an extract fro the Report
of the Committee on Missions cv. Jerrs
Roxfrrar, Chairnund, to the Gen at synod
In Stine, 1317.
"The attention of the Synod Iv call by the
report of the Board of Demestle Mks ns, to
very forcible considerations on the sub ect of
the weighty ancillary Influence of as oola
and Christian education In evangellzhe the
le
• The establishment of a
West. .
School at some commanding point, con d

